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Abstract
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) transforms the image from 
spatial domain to frequency domain. The major problem related to 
the DCT techniques is that the decoded images, especially at low 
bit rates, exhibit visually annoying gray-level discontinuities along 
the block boundaries, commonly known as blocking artifacts. This 
research paper presents the comparative study of various filters 
like spatial filter; Lattice filter and Adaptive filter to reduce the 
blocking artifact.
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I.  Introduction
Lossy image compression in the DCT domain is achieved by 
the quantization of the DCT coefficients. The quantization of a 
single coefficient in a single block causes the reconstructed image 
to differ from the original image by an error image proportional 
to the associated basis function in that block. Our goal here is 
to try to reduce the blockiness without reducing the accuracy of 
the reconstruction. The goal of this project is the development of 
algorithms for improving the quality of images that have already 
been compressed by a JPEG-like scheme in which the image is 
divided up into blocks, each block is converted to DCT coefficients, 
and these coefficients are then quantized. In JPEG there follows a 
stage of lossless encoding that we ignore for the present purpose. 
We assume that we have the quantized coefficients and the matrix 
of quantization values. Our problem is to find an image that is 
more like the original image than the image obtained simply by 
performing the inverse DCT on the quantized coefficients [1]. 
Image compression based on quantizing the image in the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) domain can generate blocky artifacts 
in the output image. It is possible to reduce these artifacts and 
RMS error by adjusting measures of block edginess and image 
roughness, while restricting the DCT coefficient values to values 
that would have been quantized to those of the compressed image. 
RMS  error improvement in dB for the full algorithm, quantization 
level, the ratio of the RMS error in the smoothed picture to that 
of the compressed image. It shows that the smoothing usually 
improves the accuracy of image restoration. The RMS error is 
slightly lower except when the quantization is very low and the 
next-to-edge estimate is also low. The image will only be slightly 
changed and there would be no apparent need for de-blocking. 
The improvement is better for images with smooth surfaces than 
for those with rough surfaces.  Since the smoothing only changes 
the pixels on the block boundaries, one would expect the success 
of this algorithm to be affected by the size of the blocks. Since the 
smoothing algorithm changes the edge pixels only, one can imagine 
that the inter-block smoothing reduces within-block smoothness 
[2]. Checking the value of within block smoothness measure and 
lowering that measure by within block smoothing if it was increased 
by the inter-block smoothing. Counting the number of times the 
routine was invoked showed that within-block smoothing is rarely 
necessary. It only contributes to a small improvement of the RMS 

error and no noticeable visual improvement in the smoothing [1]. 
To applying the filtering model of choice, the image deblocking 
filter presented in this thesis aims to filter DCT coefficients. This is 
accomplished by employing local segmentation techniques prior to 
applying a simple value-averaging model to a local neighbourhood 
of 3x3 DCT coefficients. The adaptive filter chooses whether to 
split the 3x3 neighbourhood of DCT coefficients into 2 segments 
or not depending on the presence of edges. The deblocking filter 
presented has been very successful in removing blocky artifacts 
in smooth/monotone areas of an image and therefore increasing 
the subjective quality of the reconstructed image [3].

II. Measurement of Blocking Artifacts

A. Proposed Blocking Artifact Measurement System 
Blocking artifacts are introduced in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. Let us consider two adjacent blocks c1 and c2. Here 
study the case of horizontally adjacent blocks. For the vertical 
adjacent blocks same principles apply. Let the right half of c1 
and left half of c2 form a block denoted as block b. Block b is the 
8x8 block which contains the boundary pixels, If any blocking 
artifacts occur between c1 and c2 the pixel value in b will be 
abruptly changed.
                                                                                                                       

Fig. 1: Illustration of Constituting the New Shifted Block b

Let the right half of c1 and left half of c2 form a block denoted as 
block b. Block b is the 8x8 block which contains the boundary 
pixels, If any blocking artifacts occur between them then the pixel 
value in b will be abruptly changed. In this paper a novel DCT 
domain method for blind measurement of blocking artifacts is 
proposed, by modeling the abrupt change in b. Assume that The 
change in pixel value across the block boundary is very large as 
compared to the variation in pixel value as we move away from 
block boundary. Then the change in pixel value in block b can be 
modeled as a two dimensional function f(x,y).

  (1)
Where, x, y=0, 1………..N-1. In (1), f(x, y) is constant in the vertical 
direction and anti-symmetric in the horizontal direction.

                                                 For   x=0,1,2,3 (2)                                                                                                                             

         For   x= 4,5,6,7 (3)
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Thus the eight pixels values on the function f(x, y) can be obtained 
as
k= [f(0),f(1),f(2),f(3),f(4),f(5),f(6),f(7)]

III. Recovering the Continuity of Block b in the DCT 
Domain
The above results suggest that in order to reduce the blocking 
effect between two horizontally adjacent (8 x8) blocks, Fb(u,v)  
for v= 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 and should be modified. These modifications 
should be carried so as to reduce the blockiness effect and at the 
same time preserve the original information of the image. This 
method basically suppresses the amplitudes of some of the odd 
numbered DCT coefficients. However,    altering the values of these 
coefficients without taking into consideration the information 
about the nature of the image in that neighborhood might result 
in artifacts. This is specially the case for high bit rate applications. 
Thus the filtering should adapt to the local information content of 
the image. Before such filtering is performed, one has to ensure 
that the edge appearance (blockiness) between blocks A and B 
is not due to a genuine horizontal change in the grey levels of 
the pictures at that position. Thus the conditions that should be 
met before modifying the blockiness appearance of the relatively 
smooth regions are: 

Block A has a similar horizontal frequency property as block 1. 
B. 
The boundary between block A and block B belongs to a 2. 
relatively smooth region. 

To meet condition (1) above, the first row of the DCT matrix of 
block A and that of block B should be close in values. However 
as discussed in [6-7], the coefficients in the 3x 3 top left corner of 
the DCT coefficient matrix are good representatives of the block 
frequency property. This is because most of the image energy is 
compacted in these low frequencies. Thus, to save on the number 
of computations and to meet the first condition above, we only 
impose the following two constraints:
|Fb1(0,0)- Fb2(0,0)|<T1    (4)                                                                            

| Fb1(0,1)- Fb2(0,0)|<T2    (5)
To address condition (2) above we note that if there is a strong 
edge between block A and block B, this edge appears in block C. 
Thus, for condition (2) to be satisfied, we also have to make sure 
that block C is of low frequency content. The presence of texture 
or strong diagonal edges would result in relatively high values of 
the high order DCT coefficients. However, from our experiments 
we found that to save on the number of computation sit is enough 
to meet the following constraint:
|Fb(3,3)| <T3     (6)
Please note that T1, T2, and T3 are all predetermined i.e. 
fixed thresholds. According to our simulations, we found that 
T1=350, T2=120 & T3=60 gave the best results. The selection 
of these thresholds is based on the observation of the blockiness 
and experiments. The choices of the thresholds are image and 
compression ratio dependent. However, the selections of these 
values are not critical. The results are very close when the values 
are chosen within 15% range. For very low bit rates the above 
scheme results in more aggressive filtering than in the case of higher 
bit rates If the three constraints above are satisfied, we perform the 
blockiness reduction in the DCT domain by modifying the five 
relevant coefficients of. The first row of the DCT coefficient matrix 
of block C is modified by the weighted average of blocks A, B, 
and C. The advantage of using weighted average of adjacent block 

coefficients to modify the AC coefficients of block C, instead of 
simply reducing the values of these coefficients, is that it is much 
more adaptive to image contents. In the very low bit rate encoding, 
the AC coefficients in blocks b1 and b2 have small values due to 
quantization. This is also true for stationary regions.

IV. Direction-Adaptive Deartifacting Based on Multi-
Lattice Filtering

A. Directed DCT by Quincunx Lattice Sampling
A simple way to modify the principal directions of a transform 
is to use such a transform on a different lattice sub-sampling of 
an image. Indeed, sub-sampling patterns can be established such 
that they have well defined main orientations. Such sub-sampling 
patterns imposed on a fixed separable transform can virtually rotate 
decomposition directions. Using the, so called, quincunx lattice, 
a picture can be decomposed into two complementary cosets of 
samples arranged in diagonal directions (see fig. 2). One can easily 
express the mapping between the quincunx sampling coordinates 
and the rectangular sampling coordinates as:

Fig. 2: Quincunx Sampling of a Rectangular Grid. Black and White 
Dots Represent Respectively Eeach of the Diagonally Arranged 
Complementary Cosets

Where, 8i { [0, 0]T ,[0, 1]T } selects the sampling coset, while [xrec 
,yrec]T and [xqx ,yqx]T represent respectively the rectangular and 
quincunx sampling coordinates.
Every quincunx coset is aligned in such a way that can be totally 
rearranged (i.e. rotated) in a down sampled rectangular grid. This 
allows for the use of ordinary DCT in such a rearrangement. The 
combination of lattice decomposition, lattice rearrangement, 2D 
DCT and the respective set of inverse operations, allows for the 
implementation of a 2D DCT with diagonal directions.

B. Selection of Redundant Transform Sets (SRTS)
The use of transforms with high correlation at the filtering and 
coding stages may allow some artifacts to persist. In order to 
minimize the chances of quantization noise propagation through 
Wi, computation, those Hi that are spatially aligned with the coding 
block DCT should be avoided. For instance, those Hi with +/- 1 
pixel of alignment in x and/or y directions may be avoided for 
an improved performance. According to this, M’ <M translations 
of the block DCT shall be used to filter on the regular sampling 
domain. As described in the following, DCT filtering can be 
complemented by filtering in the quincunx grid. For any of the 
block translations, quincunx domain DCT base functions have a 
lower correlation with those from the coding DCT. Hence, all M 
translations may be used on the quincunx grid.
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C. Direction-Adaptive Sparsity-Based Filtering
A direction adaptive sparsity-based filtering can be achieved by 
the combination of both filtering steps in the rectangular sampling 
and quincunx sampling.
Direction adaptation can be achieved by the same mechanism that 
favours one or other DCT translation. Indeed, signal structures with 
diagonal orientations should have more compact representations 
on at least one of the DCT translations on the quincunx grid, 
driving the weights accordingly. On the other hand, vertical and 
horizontal structures should profit from the regular DCTs.
We can calculate the performance of above said algorithm by 
calculating the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), MSE (Mean 
Square Error) and Bit Error Rate (BER). PSNR is basically a 
logarithmic scale of the mean squared difference between two 
sets of values (pixel values, in this case). It is used as a general 
measure of image quality, but it does not specifically measure 
blocking artifacts. In observed literature, PSNR is used as a source-
dependant artifact measure, requiring the original, uncompressed 
image to compare with. PSNR is defined as:
PSNR = 20log10 (255/√MSE)   (7)
Where,
MSE = ∑ (Bi − Ai)/n    (8)
Where, i = 0 to n and n is the number of pixels in the image. It is 
easily seen that this blockiness measure is not actually aware of the 
artifacts it is measuring - it is simply a gauge of how different the 
corresponding (that is, the same position) pixel values are between 
two images. Because a blocky image is different from the original 
and a severely blocky image is more, so PSNR is an acceptable 
measure, and hence the primary measure used to compare the 
proposed method. However, two images with completely different 
levels of perceived blockiness may have almost identical PSNR 
values.
Fig. 3, shows that when we apply DCT (Discrete Cosine 
Transform) on Toyota image with a factor 2,4 and 8 i.e apply 
row wise operation on Toyota image by 1/2,1/4 and 1/8.

Fig. 3: Applying DCT on Toyota with Factor 2, 4 & 8

Fig. 4, shows that when we apply DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) 
on Toyota image with a factor 2*2,4*4,8*8 i.e apply column wise 
operation on Toyota image.

Fig. 4: Applying DCT on Toyota with Factor 2*2, 4*4, 8*8

Fig 5, shows that when we apply spatial filter on Toyota image, 
blocking artifact is reduced with some extent and the image 
appears like as follows: 

Fig. 5: Toyota After Spatial Filtering

Fig. 6, shows that when we apply lattice filter on Toyota image, 
blocking artifact is reduced with some more extent than image 
after applying spatial filter and image appears like as follows:

Fig. 6: Toyota After Lattice Filter

Fig. 7, shows that when we apply adaptive filter on Toyota 
image, blocking artifact is reduced in larger extent than image 
after applying spatial and lattice filter and image appears like as 
follows: 
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Fig. 7: Toyota After Adaptive Filter

V. Conclusion
When we apply spatial filter on image i.e Toyota image, increase 
in PSNR (Peak Signal To Noise Ratio) increases with Quality 
factor which means Quality of image increases with the increase 
of PSNR.fig.8 shows that maximum of PSNR i.e. 39db with a 
Quality factor 265.

Fig. 8: Relationship Between PSNR and Q Factor of Toyota Image 
on Applying Spatial Filter

When we apply lattice filter on Toyota image, Quality factor 
increases with the increase in PSNR and lattice filter has more 
increase in Quality factor as compared to spatial filter. fig. 9, shows 
maximum of 42db PSNR with Quality factor 265.

Fig. 9: Relationship Between PSNR and Q Factor of Toyota Image 
on Applying Lattice Filter

When we apply Adaptive filter on Toyota image, Quality factor 
increases with the increase in PSNR and Adaptive filter has more 
effect than lattice and spatial filter i.e Adaptive filter has more 
increase in Quality of image than spatial and lattice results. fig. 
10, shows maximum of 62db PSNR with Quality factor of 265.  

Fig. 10: Relationship Between PSNR and Q Factor of Toyota 
Image on Applying Adaptive Filter
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